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What is CAHPS?
Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems
 Produces comparable data for public reporting
 Creates incentive for organizations to improve

 Enhances public accountability and transparency
Hospital CAHPS
Home Health Care CAHPS
Clinician and Group CAHPS
OPS CAHPS

CAHPS provides an apples to apples metric for public
review
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Why is

®
CAHPS

Important?

 Consumers have access to the data
 Consumers relate more easily to CAHPS data than to
®

clinical data
 Some use CAHPS data to choose hospitals
®

 CAHPS is in the public eye
®

 Media coverage
 Promotion by hospitals themselves

 Participation linked to reimbursement
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General Survey Guidelines
Patient Eligibility
 All payer types
 18 years or older
 At least one overnight stay in the hospital (admit

date & discharge date cannot be the same)
 Not sent to patients with an international address
 Not sent to patients discharged to hospice or

correctional facilities
 Not sent to patients discharged to nursing home or

skilled nursing

HCAHPS Measures
Used In Value Based Purchasing
 Nurse Communication
 Doctor Communication
 Cleanliness and quietness
 Responsiveness of hospital staff
 Pain management
 Communication about medications
 Discharge information
 Overall hospital rating
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Value-Based Purchasing
 Common Terminology: Pay for performance or Pay for quality
 Up to 2% of Medicare reimbursement is at stake


Hospitals will lose reimbursement unless their performance is at benchmark
levels



Includes HCAHPS performance and Core Measures

 Who will be reimbursed for HCAHPS performance?


Top performing healthcare providers



Greatest improving healthcare providers

YOU ONLY GET 1 CHANCE AT A 1ST IMPRESSION
The 1st 3 seconds rule is the way of the world…..
That’s how long it takes to make a 1st impression and people rarely
change

BE PATIENT
WITH
PATIENTS
WHO ARE
NOT PATIENT

Ask yourself: what would
YOU like to experience as a
patient!

WALKING THE “TALK”
SOME ESSENTIALS:
Know that you are in business
To serve patients, not the
other way around

Listen, Listen, Listen so the
experience delivered meets the
patient’s experience

Establish clear customer service
guidelines for all staff and reward
and recognize expected behaviors

Provide a safe, clean and
comfortable environment for
patients and employees

Treat patients with dignity and
respect from the moment they
enter your facility

Eliminate processes that do not
add value to employees, patients
or your workflow

Treat each other/employees with
dignity and respect as they are
our greatest organizational
ambassadors

The “VALUE” of patient experience
Improving the patient experience can help a hospital improve its financial
performance by:
strengthening customer loyalty
building reputation
increasing utilization of services via referral by family and friends

In healthcare, the value of patient’s experiences can be
summarized by the following deliverables:
Showing compassion….. Caring…. not just care
Building trust
Engaging the patient
Respecting the patient’s time
Providing value-added services

TODAYS PATIENT AND THE HEALTHCARE CYCLE
Showing
compassion

Connecting the
dots

Transparency
Service
recovery

Today’s patients have
new expectations of
their health care

Respectful of time

Security

Exceeding
expectations

They know me

Recognizing
loyalty

Anticipate patient
needs

Are YOU a Patient Experience Ace?
A complaining patient is:
1. always right
2. almost right
3. often lying
4. always the customer
Patients who complain:
1. had unhappy childhoods
2. are genetically predisposed to be sour
3. are doing you a service by identifying what isn't working in your hospital/office
Customer Service Culture is:
1. Behavior being analyzed in a petrie dish for contagions
2. A mythical civilization in which everyone smiles and welcomes you when they
meet
3. An environment where customer service permeates the thinking of the entire
company

For an organization to be considered service-oriented:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It must mention customer service in its missions statement
At least 18% of its employees must work in the customer service department
Its managers must at one time have been a customer service representative
Customer service is addressed and applies to all employees
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Patient Experience and Average Net Margins
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AIDET
Acknowledge
Entry to All Patient Rooms OR Patient Encounters (Make eye contact & smile!)
•Address the patient by name
•Make the patient your focus
“Good morning/afternoon, Mr. Jones, Welcome
to ABC Hospital . We want to make sure that you have an excellent visit
with us. Would you please take a moment to confirm that we
have your most current information?”
Introduce
To Patients and Family
•Introduce yourself “Hello, Mr. Smith, I am ___, your ___ (patient access
representative…).”
••Sit down if possible at patient’s level
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AIDET continued:
Explanation
•Carefully listen to the patient’s story uninterrupted (2
minutes at least)
•Use language the patient can understand when
describing the treatment plan, test or procedures

Thank
When leaving a room or ending an encounter, make eye contact
and ask:
•“Do you have any questions?”
•“Is there anything else I can do for you, I have the time?”
“Thank you for choosing Jack Hughston for your healthcare
needs”
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Lessons to learn by:
“I was so humiliated. I could not remember
how much I’d earned in the past six months
and I did not have any kind of documents
with me. But the front desk person was
adamant that they wouldn’t give me the
sliding scale discount if I did not give them
accurate numbers now! She shoved a
clipboard and a calculator at me and curtly
told to me to figure it out, pay now or go
somewhere else

After waiting 30 minutes with no reason
for the delay, but hearing all about the
weekend plans of the people standing
around the desk I left and will never come
back. All my friends on facebook will know
too!

When it comes to sharing a good
experience only 44% do so in
healthcare compared to 70% in retail
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POINTS TO PONDER
$1m
Avg lifetime value of a patient to your hospital or healthcare organization

95%
Of patients who are fully satisfied will return to the same provider

41%
Reduction of payment in full by patients who are not satisfied with your billing
process

2X
Patients who are dissatisfied with billing processes are twice as likely not to
recommend your healthcare facility or organization (NOTE: 50% of new patients come
from an existing patient!

58%
Of patients who are very dissatisfied with
billing and collections experience will not
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return to the same provider

THEY MAY FORGET YOUR
NAME, BUT THEY WILL
NEVER FORGET HOW YOU
MADE THEM FEEL.
Maya Angelou
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